Jesus was a Galilean Jew who proclaimed a kingdom and resisted a crown. He was a teacher actively reshaping a tradition for a new day, and who probably knew the outcome of his ministry of resistance and transformation, yet did not capitulate to empire, temple, or adversary." (18) Jesus' strategy for his mission was preaching, as opposed to "what many would consider more promising approaches." (1) His preaching exhibits four rhetorical characteristics. It was 1. dialogical, 2. proclamatory, 3. occasionally self-referential, 4. persistently figurative. Brosend has discovered that Jesus' rhetoric as exhibited in the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke has been almost completely ignored by Jesus scholars for the past two generations, with the exception of Amos Wilder's Early Christian Rhetoric in 1964. To a person, scholars assert only two things about Jesus' rhetoric: he was a teacher/preacher, and his favorite rhetorical form was the parable. (3-4) Brosend goes beyond this to bring to light the four characteristics enumerated above. An Appendix charts the four features of the teachings of Jesus in each of the Synoptic gospels, and chapters treat each of these rhetorical marks. For each, Brosend first fills in the details of what he catalogues in the Appendix. Then he moves from the teaching of Jesus to contemporary preaching, its weaknesses and temptations and its possibilities. Each discussion concludes with a sermon by a well-known contemporary preacher that exhibits that feature.
